College Bowl Conference Tournament
Packet by UC Irvine and Georgetown Day School

Tossups

1. His life was cut tragically short when he committed suicide in 1954 after being arrested for homosexuality. During World War II, he was an instrumental member of the British team that cracked the German Enigma code machine. FTP, name this scientist and pioneer of artificial intelligence, best remembered today for his eponymous “test,” in which a human tries to determine whether he is communicating with another human or a human-like computer.
	
Answer: Alan Turing

2. Of the 68 members in the International Hydrographic Organization, 27 voted in favor of it, with only Argentina opposing it.  At approximately 20 million square kilometers and about twice the size of the United States, it surrounds Antarctica across all degrees of longitude and up to a northern boundary of 60 degrees South latitude.  FTP, name this newly named ocean, chosen by a vote of 18 to 10 over the alternate name, Antarctic Ocean.

Answer: the Southern Ocean

3. In 1990, the book’s two authors, Harvard graduates in political science and psychology, were talking over a late-evening Scotch at the home of the latter in Belmont, Massachusetts.  They had been musing about the warning shots their prospective book had already drawn when they began to wonder why they were doing it.  Their conclusion: “We had to tell the truth.”  This book about  intelligence and social policy has drawn heavy fire for its conclusion that the difference in mean IQ scores between the White and African-American population is probably attributable to genetic factors.  Referring to a graphic representation of normal distribution—FTP—what is this book, co-authored by Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray?

Answer: The Bell Curve: Intelligence and Class Structure in American Life 

4. Born in the West Indies, he was the illegitimate son of a French slave trader and a Creole woman.  After an education in France, he was sent to the United States in order to avoid conscription.  By 1820, after many failed business ventures, he had begun to take what jobs he could to provide a living and to concentrate on his steadily growing interest in drawing the dramatic, lifelike setting of his subjects that distinguished him among the fine artists and illustrators of the 19th century.  Born Fougère Rabin, FTP, name this naturalist and artist, author of The Birds of America. 
	
Answer: John James Audubon

5. Subtle, a clever quack, and his whorish colleague, Doll Common, set up shop in the house of Lovewit while the latter is away. With the help of Lovewit’s servant, Face, they succeed in tricking a whole series of gullible scoundrels, such as Abel Drugger, who seeks charms and advice on how to set up his tobacco shop for maximum good fortune.  FTP, what is this 1610 comedy by Ben Jonson, a satirical look at the medical profession of 17th-century England? 
	
Answer: The Alchemist

6. In 1917, this composer wrote They Are There!, a song for unison chorus and orchestra.  In writing the song, he purposely misquoted the Star-Spangled Banner, Reveille, the Battle Hymn of the Republic, and O Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean. The first distinctly American art-music composer, he wrote five violin sonatas and over 200 songs.  Also a famous insurance salesman—FTP—who was this American composer, famous for his Third Symphony and his second Piano Sonata, subtitled Concord, Massachusetts?

Answer: Charles Ives

7. Built in the 13th century, it stands on a plateau 35 acres in area, which is surrounded by a brick wall.  It consists largely of two rectangular courts, that of the Pool and of the Lions, and their adjoining chambers. Its name is probably derived from the color of the sun-dried bricks made of fine gravel and clay, of which the outer walls are built.  Signifying in Arabic “the red”—FTP—name this citadel and palace, considered one of the finest examples of Moorish architecture, located in Granada, Spain.

Answer: the Alhambra or the Red Castle

8. The story centers on the son of a West Virginia poor white and his attempts to fulfill his “grand design” to be accepted as a Southern aristocrat and founder of a wealthy family. He establishes himself in Jefferson, Mississippi, and, at the climax of his career, he is elected colonel of Jefferson’s regiment in the Civil War.  Returning to his estate, Sutpen’s Hundreds after the war, he finds the plantation in ruins.  FTP, name this novel by William Faulkner, whose title is taken from the Old Testament story of the rebellious third son of David. 

Answer: Absalom, Absalom!

9. Upon graduation from Princeton, he entered the foreign service, where he spent several years in Geneva, Berlin, Tallinn, Riga, and other “listening posts” around the Soviet Union, with which the US had no diplomatic relations at the time.  He was released from a brief Nazi internment in 1942, and it was from Moscow in 1946 that he sent the famous “Long Telegram,” outlining his beliefs.  FTP, what man later published that missive in Foreign Affairs magazine for July 1947, signing his suggestions for a policy of Soviet containment simply “X.” 

Answer: George Frost Kennan

10. He was an English major at Hamilton College.  While at Indiana, he gained public attention by inventing a germ-free, air-conditioned box designed for child growth during the first two years. At Harvard, his experiences in the step-by-step training of research animals led him to formulate the principles of “programmed learning,” which he envisioned to be accomplished through the use of “teaching machines.”  Inventor of the Air-Crip—FTP—name this man who taught pigeons to play table tennis and published in 1948 a book on life in a utopian community modeled on his own principles of social engineering: Walden Two. 

Answer: B.(urrhus) F.(rederic) Skinner

11. Its first broadcast, in German, took place in 1942, and was intended to counter Nazi propaganda. By the war’s end, it was broadcasting thousands of programs in 40 languages every week. During the Cold War, it concentrated its message at the Communist countries of eastern Europe.  Aimed at promoting the understanding of the United States and the spreading of American values through news reports—FTP—identify this radio network, whose discussions on American political and cultural events is broadcast to a worldwide audience of 91 million. 

Answer: Voice of America

12. Its stage directions occupy a single page and take longer to read than its performance.  A stage strewn with debris becomes visible in a light that starts as faint, becomes less faint then fades again.  Simultaneously, the audience hears a faint cry, called by the author “an instant of recorded vagitus,” then the sound of a human respiration, followed by another faint cry as the lights fade and the curtain falls.  FTP, name this 1969 play, usually performed as a double feature with “Krapp’s Last Tape,” written by Samuel Becket to be performed in all of 35 seconds. 

Answer: Breath 

13. It was developed in the 1870s by Christopher Columbus Langdell, then dean of the Harvard Law School.  Until the middle of the 19th century, would-be lawyers learned their trade by “reading law” at the office of a private attorney.  But Langdell sought to elevate legal education to the level of a true academic discipline.  The University of Chicago uses it through second and third year courses, with students “cold-called” by their last names from a preset seating chart.  FTP, what teaching system, in which professors fire questions at students, is named for an ancient philosopher? 

Answer: Socratic Method 

14. She was a New Jersey state spelling champ, MENSA member, and participant in the National Mathematics League and Spanish Honors Society.  She played classical piano at Carnegie Hall at ages 13 and 14, and was a national Merit Scholarship Winner with a 1440 on her SAT.  After attending Rutgers University on full academic scholarship, with a double-major in Business and Japanese, she joined the hard core industry.  FTP, name this busty Asian star of Snow Leopard, Mission Erotica, and her masterpiece, Appassionata. 

Answer: Asia Carrera (accept either name with a comical stare)

15. One white-haired participant chews a cigar pensively, his studied expression revealing a sensitive inner tension.  A red lamp illuminates the titular hobbyists in mid hand, representing the delicate balance of content and form innate in this work.  FTP, name this painting by C.M. Coolidge, considered by many a defining moment in American art, depicting seven canines engrossed in their favorite card game.

Answer: Four of a Kind or Dogs Playing Poker

16. This disease is caused by the corkscrew-shaped bacterium Borrelia burgdorferi and progresses in humans in three stages.  Symptoms include headaches, fatigue, chills, loss of appetite, fever, and aching joints or muscles, and—in severe cases—disturbances of memory, or other neurological symptoms. First conclusively identified in 1975, it is named for the town in Connecticut in which it was first observed.  FTP, name this disease, characterized by a circular rash in a bull's-eye pattern that appears anywhere from a few days to a month after the tick bite.

Answer: Lyme disease

17. The original in Paris, weighing 62 pounds, rotated clockwise at a rate of 11º per hour, or with a period of about 32 hours per complete rotation.  At the Equator it does not rotate. In the Southern Hemisphere, rotation is counterclockwise.  Suspended from the ceiling of the Panthéon by a French physicist, its perpendicular plane of swing is not confined to a particular direction and rotates in relation to the Earth's surface.  FTP, identify this experiment, also the title of an Umberto Eco novel.

Answer: Foucault’s pendulum 

18. Considered the designer of the first temple of Edfu on the upper Nile, he is credited with initiating the Old Kingdom as the architect of the step pyramid built in the city of Memphis.  Although no contemporary account has been found that refers to him practicing his associated trade, his reputation as the reigning genius of the time and position on the court are strong indications that he must have possessed considerable skill.  Vizier, sage, architect, astrologer, and chief minister to Djoser—FTP—identify this man, later worshipped as the god of medicine in Egypt and in Greece, who provided much comic horror in the two recent Mummy movies.

Answer: Imhotep

19. His family included British ancestry, and he learned English before Spanish.  Returning to his land of his youth in 1921 from a sojourn in Geneva, he rediscovered his native city of Palermo and began to sing of its beauty in poems.  His first published book was a volume of poems, Fervor de Buenos Aires, and his deteriorating eyesight forced him to rely solely on dictation by 1970.  FTP, name this essayist, poet, and man of letters, author of El Aleph and one of the first Latin-American writers to achieve international fame with the publication of Ficciones.

Answer: Jorge Luis Borges

20. Practitioners of this religion do not bury or cremate their dead, but instead leave their bodies in a well shaped stone structure, called the Dakhma, where vultures dine on their remains.  They believe that a savior, born of a virgin, will raise the dead and judge everyone during the final judgment.  Its ideas about Satan, Hell, and the resurrection influenced both Judaism during the Babylonian captivity, and nascent Christianity.  FTP, name this dualistic religion, whose holy texts are the Avestas.

Answer: Zoroastrianism

21. It is bordered by the South China Sea on the north and otherwise surrounded by Sarawak, a state of East Malaysia.  The country’s highest point, Pagon Peak, is located in the extreme south of the eastern enclave.  About two-thirds of the population is Malay, nearly one-fifth Chinese, and the remainder are indigenous peoples and Indians.  Occupying an enclave on the northwestern coast of the island of Borneo—FTP—name this independent Islamic sultanate with capital at Bandar Seri Begawan, whose Sultan is one of the richest man alive.
	
Answer: Brunei


Bonuses

1. On a 5-10-15 basis, identify these famous people whose last name is Bell:

A. He invented the telephone.

Answer: Alexander Graham Bell

B. This handsome violin virtuoso performed solo for the film score of The Red Violin.

Answer: Joshua Bell

C. This young British actor who portrayed Billy in Billy Elliot is a real-life ballet dancer.

Answer: Jamie Bell


2. Do you play the piano?  If so, you will have no problem identifying the following compositions on a 5-10-15 basis.  If not, sorry.

A. This Debussy composition is actually the third piece from his Suite Bergamasque.  It creates an atmosphere of a night by the lake with a certain reflection on the water.

Answer: Claire de lune 

B. Composers who have written in this form include Dussek, Clementi, and Kuhlau.  Usually in three movements, these are “diminutive” forms of a larger work.  The one by Maurice Ravel is actually quite difficult, despite its title.

Answer: Sonatina or Sonatine (do not accept or prompt on “Sonata”)

C. This set of 15 pieces by J.S. Bach are the most fundamental two-part polyphonic compositions that all pianists play at one time of their studies.  Number 8 in F Major has been used in a BMW commercial.

Answer: Two-part Inventions

3. Given text, identify the Amendment that contains it, FTP each. 

A. The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people. 

Answer: Ninth 

B. The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several States, and without regard to any census or enumeration. 

Answer: Sixteenth 

C. The right of citizens of the United States to vote in any primary or other election… shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or any State by reason of failure to pay any poll tax or other tax. 

Answer: Twenty-fourth 


4. Name the political philosophy, 30-20-10:

A. It holds that reality exists as an absolute, reason is man’s only means of perceiving reality, and the pursuit of one’s own rational self-interest and own happiness is the highest moral purpose of his life.

B. It further submits that the ideal political-economic system is laissez-faire capitalism, in which the government acts only as a policeman that protects man’s rights and uses physical force only in retaliation and only against those who initiate its use, such as criminals or foreign invaders

C. Although it underlay the more well-known fiction work of its formulator, it found more direct statement in her nonfiction, including such works as For the New Intellectual, The Virtue of Selfishness, and Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal.

Answer: Objectivism

5. Answer these questions about the short-lived South American state Gran Colombia, FTP each:

A. The “Republic of the Equator” was one of three countries that emerged from the collapse of Gran Colombia in 1830.  Name the other two for five points each. 

Answer: Colombia and Venezuela 

B. Name the son of a Venezuelan aristocrat of Spanish descent who led the war for independence from Spain.

Answer: Simón Bolívar 

C. What was the colonial name of Gran Colombia? 

Answer: Viceroyalty of New Granada


6. Name the author, 30-20-10. 

A. In W.P. Kinsella’s book, Shoeless Joe, the protagonist kidnaps this man and takes him on a cross-country trek to Fenway Park.  When it was made into the film Field of Dreams, he was changed to the fictional Terrance Mann, played by James Earl Jones. 

B. His short story, “A Perfect Day for Bananafish,” appeared in The New Yorker in 1949 and introduced us to Seymour Glass.

C. The success of his novel and its central character Holden Caufield drove him to move from New York to the remote hills of Cornish, New Hampshire.

Answer: J.(erome) D.(avid) Salinger


7. Answer these questions about Martian geography, 5-10-15:

A. For five, this Martian volcano is the largest in the solar system.

Answer: Olympus Mons

B. For ten, this is the name for the greenish or bluish gray dark areas on Mars. It means “seas,” even though they do not contain appreciable amounts of water.

Answer: maria (accept mare, the singular form)

C. For fifteen, this mountain range contains Ascraeus Mons, Pavonis Mons, and Arsia Mons:

Answer: Tharsis Ridge


8. Answer these questions on a Pre-Columbian culture for 10 points each:

A. From a Navajo term for “Old Ones,” these are ancient Indians of northern New Mexico and Arizona and southern Utah and Colorado.  Name these people, whose ritual centers are characterized by kivas.

Answer: the Anasazi 

B. The Anasazi people lived in these well-planned towns, which included irrigation systems and important ritual centers.

Answer: pueblos

C. One of the most famous pueblos is Pueblo Bonito.  It is situated in what canyon, a semi-arid region of northern New Mexico?

Answer: Chaco Canyon


9.  Name the Guns and Roses album from a description, for stated number of points.

A. 10 - Their debut record, it included such favorites as Welcome to the Jungle, Rocket Queen, and My Michelle.

Answer: Appetite for Destruction

B. 5 each - These were both released simultaneously, marking the first time a major contemporary rock artist released two separate albums on the same day. Many of the songs, like Live and Let Die and November Rain were written before the band recorded "Appetite For Destruction". 

Answer: Use Your Illusion I and Use Your Illusion II

C. An album of mostly punky cover versions of drunk-rock classics, it was the last release in the band’s original lineup.  

Answer: The Spaghetti Incident?



10. Name the African author from works, FTP each:

A. The Lion and the Jewel, The Trials of Brother Jero, The Man Died

Answer: Wole Soyinka

B. Palace Walk, Palace of Desire, Sugar Street

Answer: Naguib Mahfouz

C. In the Ditch, Second Class Citizen, The Joys of Motherhood, Head above Water

Answer: Buchi Emecheta 


11. President Warren G. Harding is remembered mainly for his corruption-filled term, but he did make some rather notable appointments.  FTP each, name the men who filled each cabinet post:

A. This respected editor of a farm periodical became secretary of agriculture. His son would later become vice president during FDR’s third term. 

Answer: Henry C. Wallace 

B. This Pittsburgh banker, financier and philanthropist was named treasury secretary. 

Answer: Andrew Mellon 

C. As secretary of state, Harding chose this former NY governor and presidential candidate. Later, as Chief Justice he led the Supreme Court through the controversy over FDR’s New Deal. 

Answer: Charles Evans Hughes


12. Name the psychological defense mechanism from description, FTP each:

A. One disavows thoughts, feelings, wishes, needs, or external reality factors that are consciously tolerable. 

Answer: Denial 

B. Emotions, ideas, or wishes are transferred from their original object to a more acceptable substitute to allay anxiety. 

Answer: Displacement 

C. A plausible reason is unconsciously invented by the ego to protect itself from confronting the real reason for an action, thought, or emotion. 

Answer: Rationalization


13. Answer these related literary questions for ten points each:

A. Originating in secret meetings of literary men in Paris around the year 1630, it was established by order of the king, at Cardinal Richelieu’s urging in 1635. 

Answer: The French Academy 

B. The French Academy had some surprising omissions through the years, most notably this man, born Jean Baptiste Poquelin, and author of The Miser and Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme. 

Answer: Molière 

C. This French poet and dramatist, considered the creator of French classical tragedy, was an important Academy member.  His chief works include Le Cid, Horace, and Polyeucte, but he is best remembered as the man who expounded upon Aristotle’s idea of literary unities.

Answer: Pierre Corneille


14. Name these laws of thermodynamics, FTP each: 
[Moderator: Please do not reveal the answers until the end.] 

A. Virtually all attempts at perpetual motion machines claim to create free energy out of nowhere, violating this law of thermodynamics. 

Answer: First 

B. Maxwell’s demon violates this law of thermodynamics. 

Answer: Second 

C. This law of thermodynamics is the principle which allows thermometers to function. 

Answer: Zeroth 


15. Name the Congressman on a 30-20-10 basis:

A. In 1967 he became the first member of the House leadership to oppose President Lyndon Johnson vocally on the Vietnam War. In 1989 he played a cameo role on the TV show “Cheers.”

B. He served as House majority whip in 1971 and majority leader in 1972, earning the respect of his colleagues for approving legislative reform, including institution of a new ethics code and a limit on outside income. 

C. This white-haired, cigar-chomping liberal Democrat from Massachusetts exerted considerable political clout as the longest-serving speaker of the House, insisting that “all politics is local.”

Answer: Tip O’Neil


16. Name these organelles from a brief description, FTP each:

A. They serve as the site of mRNA translation.

Answer: Ribosomes

B. A network of interconnected tubules, vesicles, and sacs, it can be either rough or smooth, depending on the presence or absence of ribosomes.

Answer: Endoplasmic Reticulum

C. It is mainly devoted to processing proteins synthesized in the endoplasmic reticulum, including the process of glycosylation, the adding of sugar molecules to form glycoproteins.

Answer: Golgi Apparatus or Body


17. Name the Canterbury Tales pilgrim based upon a description of his or her tale, FTP each:

A. She tells the story of a group of Jews who murder a small child, because she sings about the Virgin Mary. 

Answer: The Prioress

B. He tells a comic story of a devious student who contrives to have an affair with the wife of a dimwitted carpenter.

Answer: The Miller

C. He tells the tale of a hen and her “husband,” a rooster who prophesies misfortune. 

Answer: The Monk


18. 30-20-10, name the athlete.

A. At Shadle Park High School in Spokane, Washington, he competed in various sports against Ryne Sandberg and John Stockton.  He went on to earn first team All-Pac-10 honors in football at Washington State.

B. After his 3 year old son Andrew died of brain cancer, he left the Atlanta Falcons and his $1.8 million dollar contract, and now spends his time competing in celebrity golf tournaments.

C. He quarterbacked the Washington Redskins to a 37-25 victory over the Buffalo Bills in Super Bowl XXVI, earning MVP honors.

Answer: Mark Rypien


19. Based on book-cover synopses, name these books by Raymond Chandler FTP each:

A. Published in 1939, this is Chandler’s first novel.  It introduces Philip Marlowe in a case involving a paralyzed California millionaire, two psychotic daughters, blackmail, and murder.

Answer: The Big Sleep 

B. In his strange search for a missing woman, this time Philip Marlowe moves out of his usual habitat of city street into the mountains outside Los Angeles.

Answer: The Lady in the Lake 

C. In this book, Philip Marlowe is constantly on the move with a case involving a war-scarred 
drunk and his nymphomaniac wife.  A psychotic gangster’s on his trail, and he’s in trouble with the cops.

Answer: The Long Goodbye


20. Identify the Hitler General, 30-20-10.

A. He was born in Bavaria, son of the German consul general in Haiti. After serving with distinction during World War I, he so deeply resented the treatment given army officers by the civilian population during the troubled period after Germany’s capitulation that he left the country. 

B. In 1922 he was given command of Hitler’s Storm Troopers, and took part in the abortive Beer Hall Putsch of November 1923, in which he was badly injured in the groin.

C. In 1932 he was elected President of the Reichstag, and later became head of the Luftwaffe and Security Chief. He was condemned to hang as a war criminal by the Tribunal at Nuremberg in 1946 but took poison and died the night that his execution was ordered. 

Answer: Herman Goering



